What we really need to do is to abolish education. Just get rid of it. Understand I am not saying that we should get rid of teacher education or schools of education, as many rightwing critics desire, but schools themselves. Just abolish them. And further understand that I am not making a case for Ivan Illich’s deschooling either; we ought not seek to replace formal schools with informal educational networks. No, I am suggesting that what we really need to do is to abandon education altogether. The worst problems of our times result from education, or, at least, what passes for education. The contemporary world’s most intractable, most destructive, most dangerous problems have been made possible by education, not the lack of it. Our problems do not arise from the failures of our education system, but its successes. Educators, look around, we are the cause of this mess.

Take, for example, our recent economic meltdown brought about by the dramatic increase in private securitization of sub-prime mortgages during the 1990s and 2000s. Consider the imaginative new financial strategies such as over-collateralization and disintermediation, and the brilliantly intricate “bundling” of sub-prime mortgages with AAA-rated prime mortgages which used the “law of averages” to spread the risk of these mortgages to “near zero” and, therefore, attracted investors from all over the world from the smallest to largest banks, from the individual IRAs and to large institutional pension funds, and resulted in the worst world economy since the 1930s. Without extremely well-educated people to develop the ideas and to create the necessary algorithms, these illusions of security could never have been built.

Or, for another example, take the growth of inequality that results from the new overlord class, the titans of the new transnational corporations, which has arisen to hover over the economic fields well fertilized with the destruction of the world’s communities. Consider the vulnerabilities in agricultural production due to the neoliberal policies that encourage the abandonment of traditional crops for local consumption to the attractive cash crops for the world markets, or the decrease in biodiversity that has resulted from the increase in genetically modified organisms (GMOs) for agriculture. Or consider the rapid and continued loss of the mom and pop stores that are being replaced by the large corporate chains such as Wal-Mart. Or consider the decrease in the power of labor unions due to the ability of corporations to shut down production and move the jobs elsewhere to a growing population of educated workers in other lands capable

The author would like to thank the faculty and students of the Department of Educational Policy Studies and Research, DePaul University whose invitation to address their miniconference in spring 2012 provided some of the initial thinking in this essay and whose follow-up questioning helped improve it.

of doing the job and willing to do it for less and that is made possible by new rapid and inexpensive modes of communication and means of transportation developed by the highly educated amongst us. Or even more destructive to working people, consider the contemporary robots that are capable of doing those same jobs better and for less and without the messy problem of having to manage people.4

Or take, the destruction of our planet from the hottest decade on record, to the increased severity of our storms, to the near complete meltdown of Greenland this summer. Consider how chlorofluorocarbons actually got into our skies to bring about global warming. (CFCs do not occur in nature, but were created for industrial use, particularly for air conditioning and refrigeration and other industrial needs such as packaging and foams and in spray cans for consumer products such as deodorant.) Or consider the many and multiple human-causes for the continuing destruction of the coral reefs or the near extinction of the fish in the sea.5

None of these things could have happened without well-educated people. These unprecedented problems were all made possible by education. Without such smart, well-educated people, we’d still be stuck in the misery of colonial power backed by the gun and the gunboat, perhaps, but a world where the problems and the enemy could be identified, named, and struggled against. Not a great world, perhaps, but one in which we could see whom to blame and plot a way out.

In 1994, David Orr wrote,

The truth is that without significant precautions, education can equip people merely to be more effective vandals of the earth. If one listens carefully, it may be possible to hear the Creation groan every year in late May when another batch of smart, degree-holding, but ecologically illiterate, Homo sapiens who are eager to succeed are launched into the biosphere.6

Orr argues today’s education promulgates six myths. First amongst them is the myth that ignorance is a solvable problem rather than an “inescapable part of the human condition.” A second myth is that the solutions to our problems lie in more knowledge and technology. A third myth is that the increase of knowledge corresponds with an increase in wisdom. Worse yet is the confused idea that information is equivalent to knowledge. After completing a specialist curriculum that fragments our world into disciplines, a fourth myth creates the illusion that graduates will then be able to integrate the fragments into an cohesive whole. The fifth myth is the belief that a


central purpose of education is to provide economic mobility and success. And Orr’s final myth is the belief that “our culture represents the pinnacle of human achievement.” As long as education assumes and promotes these six myths, Orr argues, education will be more destructive than ameliorative.\(^7\)

I agree with Orr, though I would argue that today’s “batch of smart, degree-holding *Homo sapiens*” are not just ecologically illiterate, they are fundamentally illiterate of the world. As Paulo Freire and Donaldo Macedo help us understand, today’s graduates may be able to read the word, but they seem completely unable to read the world.\(^8\) In a truly perilous moment of earth history, we have turned over the teaching of the world to Disney, Viacom, and Rupert Murdoch’s News Corporation. Public education has become little more than training grounds for corporate technicians and consumers. Henry Giroux has suggested public school teachers have become “clerks of the empire.”\(^9\) What some of us have witnessed in our lifetime is the near complete transference of public institutions to the service of private interests. Public space has been so completely erased that shopping centers are built as if they are public squares and given names such as Liberty Commons and The Greene Town Center though they are not “commons” or “towns” at all. All of this is to suggest that the problem with education lies in its accomplishments, more so than in its failures.

Teacher education is not immune to the mythologizing processes of education, particularly as universities become more and more dominated by the neoliberal logic that is turning education into a consumer product and professors into entrepreneurs. Make no mistake about it, the moment education becomes a consumer product, it stops being education. This is not unique to education. As soon as anything with intrinsic value becomes valued for little more than its exchange value, it is transformed from one thing into another. Its intrinsic value is lost. When people tell me that the market will improve education, I ask them if they think it will improve education the same way as the market improved nutrition and the news. When the market gets finished with education, our children will ingest the educational equivalent of Hardee’s Monster Thickburger (1420 calories) chased down with a White Castle Chocolate Shake (1680 calories) while watching Fox News.\(^10\) When teacher education becomes a consumer product, look for teacher educators to become Gretchen Carlson, Steve Doocy, and Brian Kilmeade mimics and for teachers to be little more than your local McDonald’s server, or, when really “good,” your Disney World “cast member.” Not a situation I’m looking forward to.

**Rethinking Educational Reform: Ritual and Nonrationality in Schooling**

Here’s a question to consider: Which university has the most students in educational leadership programs in the state of Ohio? In fact, this university not only has the most students, it has more students than all of the other school leadership programs in Ohio combined.

---

If you guessed Grand Canyon University you may be correct. What is a small college in Phoenix, Arizona doing with the largest student population in educational leadership in a state halfway across the country? Good question. Here is something else to ponder.

In Fall 2011, Stanford professor Sebastion Thrun taught a course on artificial intelligence that enrolled 160,000 students. In Spring 2012, Stanford professors Andrew Ng and Daphne Kollar announced that they had secured $16 million in venture capital and had created an educational partnership, Coursera, with 4 universities (Stanford, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Princeton) to offer online courses for free. On May 2 of that year, Harvard and M.I.T. announced their own nonprofit partnership, edX, which was also to offer online courses for free. While neither Coursera nor edX, as of now, offer degrees, they do offer “certificates” and some universities are already accepting these courses for transfer credit. Welcome to the future of higher education. A future that is the logical result of the educational reform movement that began in the 1970s, took over in the 1980s, expanded in the 90s and the 20-naughts, and, today, is stronger than ever. And, in fact, may now be irreversible.

To explain why free online courses are the logical conclusion of the educational reform movement and why, if you are interested in education, it is such a big mistake, I need to clarify for you some theoretical ideas and concepts.

Rationality

The concept of rationality is central to our self-congratulatory identity as members of the academy. Academicians not only privilege rationality, but they assume that the sapiens in Homo sapiens refers to the use of rationality in conducting our affairs. To be human requires rationality. And rationality, it is assumed, requires linear logic. Today, we might recognize this as means-ends reasoning or technical rationality. Given a particular end, how do we get from here to there. Max Weber referred to this as formal rationality and suggested that one of the hallmarks of bureaucracies was their privileging of formal rationality. Given the purposes of the bureaucracy, its goals, its ends, the functionaries make choice to maximize those ends based on and determined by quantitative calculation. In our capitalist society, for-profit organizations have long referred to this as the bottom line.

And rational individuals, like bureaucracies, are assumed to act in a manner to maximize their bottom line. It is assumed that to fail to act to maximize ones bottom line is to act irrationally. In other words, according to neoliberalism and the new American commonsense, to act ra-
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tionally means to use logic in a manner that works in our own self-interest.\textsuperscript{14} Let’s look at an example.

The Social Contract

Why do people form societies? According to what most American high schools teach, people form societies because it is rational to do so. Why is it rational? Because it is more efficient and effective: the group makes the individual stronger and more successful. Imagine a world where all individuals are acting in their own self-interest as individuals, if I can persuade 20 others or 50 others or 100 others to join together with me, we will be able to protect ourselves from others and be able to take from others who are weaker than we. We actually give this assumption a name: we call it The Social Contract, and it is taught in nearly all American high schools as the explanation for why we form societies and nations. But this idea of a rational social contract is patently false.

Nonrationality

Let me try to show you why forming societies as it is promoted in the idea of the social contract is false.

First, imagine a community decides to buy a bus and hire a couple of drivers to provide transportation from the neighborhood to the downtown shopping and business area. This would be an example of the rationality of the social contract. By coming together as a community, everyone pitching in a small amount of money to purchase, maintain, and drive the bus, each individual gains strength that provides greater opportunities for good paying jobs and greater buying power at the lower-priced stores downtown.

So, let us apply “rationality” to this problem. It is in my interest to have a bus system that I can take advantage of. And to have a bus system, we have to have enough people contribute to its purchase and maintenance to keep it running. So, I do have an incentive to contribute to serve my own interest. So far the logic supports the idea of The Social Contract. But, wouldn’t it actually be more in my own interest, if I were to cheat? Wouldn’t I be acting more rationally, if I could persuade enough others to pay for the bus, while I rode for free? In fact, it would be irrational for me to pay for it, if I could get away without doing so. In sociology, this is called the problem of the free rider. If you think this is a farfetched example, consider why we have sent our military into battle in foreign lands at least 127 times at a cost to the American taxpayer of trillions of dollars and then consider who actually does the fighting and who actually benefits from these wars.\textsuperscript{15}

Or consider all of those adults in my generation who, having gained a good education through public schools that provided them the qualifications for gaining a job with a good income, are now so ready to dismantle those same public schools for the next generation.

It appears that the rational thing to do--as long as we define rationality in this linear, self-interested way--is to convince everyone else to contribute to the good of the whole and for us to contribute as little as possible. In other words, using rationality as traditionally conceived and

\textsuperscript{14} For a discussion of some important assumptions of neoliberalism, see Rob Karaba, “Making Sense of Freedom in Education: Three Elements of Neoliberal and Pragmatic Philosophical Frameworks.” (Ph.D. diss., Miami University, 2007).

ideologically popular today, it is irrational for individuals to bind themselves to a social contract and live up to their obligations. Far from being rational, according to this neoliberal understanding of rationality, The Social Contract is irrational.

If the problem of the free rider cannot convince you of the falseness of idea of The Social Contract, consider when humans start to actually use rationality. Marvin Klein has shown that reasoning, at least in the sense that is assumed by scholars, is something that has to be learned (it does not develop naturally) and occurs throughout the elementary school years. Now, some of my colleagues in the academy might believe that humans only begin to think rationally about the time they become seniors in college or, perhaps, not even until they are about to finish a doctoral program; but let us be a bit more sympathetic to the human condition and suggest that children start to show evidence of reasoning about the same time they begin to master language—let’s say, about age five, on average—or, at least, when they start school. So, according to the social contract, somewhere around five to seven years of age, children, all around the world and throughout history, rationally calculate whether their best interest would be served by forming bonds with a human community or whether they should go it alone. Did you do that? Do you know anyone who did? Of course not. Such an idea is an absurdity. Children are well bound to social groups long before they learn to use reason. In fact, as Klein shows us, it is the other way around; we must first be part of a social group before we can learn to develop keen reasoning.\textsuperscript{16}

So, our question has to be: If people don’t form and remain connected to human communities for rational reasons, how do we explain the fact that we are all—some more, some less, but all—members of some group. The answer to that, simply put, is because we are pack animals. That is to say, humans form groups through nonrational mechanisms. By nonrational, I refer to all of those motivators and causes of action that work outside of reason. Nonrationality should not be confused with irrationality. Irrationality goes against reason; nonrationality simply acts without reason. The results of nonrational action can, on reflection, be found to be rational or irrational, but the action itself does not occur because we reasoned it out and found what we are to do to be rational. Much more likely is that we feel it is the appropriate thing to do and then figure out a reason to rationalize what we just did or are about to do. The Social Contract is a good example of academic rationalization: first humans form groups and then we come up with a reason for why we do.

Rationality & School Reform

The school reform movement of the last 35 years has assumed that humans act rationally. The result is that the school reform movement has been a dismal failure. Let me use another bus example to help shed light on why this is so.

Imagine you are riding on a bus down Route 66 headed west to Los Angeles and in Topeka, Kansas, your bus pulls off into a roadside stop and changes drivers. The new driver pulls out onto the highway and heads east. The other riders and you yell out to the driver that he is headed in the wrong direction, but he tells you that you don’t know what you are talking about and continues headed east. As you move further and further away from L.A., you become more frustrated. In fact, your GPS tells you what you already know, which is that you are moving further and further away from L.A., but every time anyone on the bus tells the driver that he is headed in the wrong direction, he tells you that he has checked with the dispatcher and the dis-

patcher has checked with management and they have told him the riders on the bus don’t know what they are talking about and to keep going as he is.

I don’t know about you, but for me, that is an apt metaphor for the educational reform movement. The more we do the things that we do in the name of reform—such as measurable objectives, high-stakes tests, school report cards, merit pay, teacher evaluation based on student tests—the further away we get from education. We have pointed out again and again that these reforms are not working, but their only response is to blame the teachers and administrators and, especially, professors of education, and tell you to keep on doing what you know is wrong. You know it is wrong because you see it not working right in front of your face. But, you should know these measures wouldn’t work even if you weren’t working in the schools. Diane Ravitch, while Undersecretary of Education under George H. W. Bush, was one of the architects of the school reform movement. As we all know, Ravitch has reversed herself and has become an opponent of what she was once a proponent. When explaining why she changed her position, she explained, “The big thing that changed me was seeing the results.”

In fact, the truth is that there is no mystery to good teaching. We really do not need any more empirical research to show us what works. We have known since the 1930s what makes for good education. And we know why the present reform cannot work. At least, not work if we mean help the public schools provide a meaningful education for students to develop personally and civically. And why doesn’t it work? Because the reformers assume that people act rationally and that what is central to education is the rationally constructed ends that are to be served by rationally constructed means.

According to the school reform movement, here is how schooling is supposed to work. First, determine the desired end of the students’ learning. Second, determine where the students are now. Third, figure out how to get the student from here to there. The teacher’s job is almost entirely limited to the third step. Policy makers and test makers have determined the desired ends and, through testing and other sorting mechanisms, policy makers and administrators have determined where students are now. What is left for the teacher to do is to plot a path and provide the motivation for the student to move from the here to the there. This is a very technical activity with a bit of motivational psychology thrown in. It really isn’t teaching, its more like educational engineering.

Nonrationality & School Reform

As stated above, we do not form groups for rational reasons, but through nonrational mechanisms. Now, unlike those who assume that to be human is to act rationally, and to act without rationality is to act irrationally, I would like to point out again that to act without rationality is not necessarily to act irrationally. It only means that we act without rationality. The infant who cries to be fed is not acting irrationally, she is just not acting with rationality. The seventh-grade boy who asks the person of his affection to the school dance despite not ever expressing fondness for the object of that affection is not acting irrationally, just not rationally. We call this kind of action “nonrational” and, I argue, it is the primary aspect of nearly all human action—even in schools, even in the academy.

There are many causes for and influences on our nonrational action. As the two examples above suggest hunger and romantic desires are two important ones. But those motivations

are located in the individual; I am more interested in those located in the social. One such nonrational social mechanism that influences how we act in schools is ritual. I have written at length on ritual, its characteristics and its effects, so I will not develop fully the concept here. But, let me at least clarify what I mean when I use the term.

As I use it, ritual is that aspect of action that is a formalized, symbolic performance. There are four important terms in this definition. First of all, ritual is a performance. It is acted out for others to observe and, therefore, uses the body and other material artifacts to make the performance. (One can, of course, always perform for oneself as the audience.) Second, ritual is not every performance, but only those performances that either are themselves symbolic or utilize symbols. Symbols have meaning, but their meaning is obscure, not typically obvious, and usually ambiguous, which permits a wide-range of differing interpretations as to their meaning. Third, ritual has a recognized form. The participants in the ritual performance, as well as the intended audience, expect certain forms to be followed. Failure to perform the ritual utilizing the proper forms will cause some disturbance. Next time you participate in our typical introduction ritual, try sticking your left hand out when you shake hands. Lastly, ritual is not a type of action, but an aspect of nearly all action. Rather than trying to determine if a particular act is a ritual or not, our job is to determine which aspects of any act is ritual (and, therefore, nonrational) and which parts are instrumental (and, therefore, rationally aimed at accomplishing a particular end).

For an example of how the school reform movement utilizes the effects of ritual to advance its technical interests consider its focus on measurable objectives. For me, the oldest, the most pervasive, and the most pernicious element of the reform movement is the focus on building curriculum and utilizing pedagogy around measurable objectives. Perhaps I feel this way because the idea that measurable objectives are desirable is so accepted that we can easily consider it commonsense—even those who are able to see through things such as high stakes testing and merit pay often accept measurable objectives as appropriate. But measurable objectives are not desirable; they are, in fact, inherently destructive of education.

When we advocate for measurable objectives, we promote turning education into a technical problem. Teaching is limited to designing and implementing the means between the here and the there. With such an approach, teaching is reduced to little more than engineering. But, even more importantly, turning education into a technical engineering exercise lends it to commodification. And as long as education is just another consumer good, it inevitably leads to the corporatization of education. And that leads me back to Coursera and edX.

Now, according to the sacred icons of neoliberal ideology, Coursera and edX will improve education. It will maximize the availability of the best education for anyone, anywhere in the world. How do we know that it is the best? Because it is Stanford and Michigan and Penn and Princeton and Harvard and MIT. It is a mad competition between Coursera and edX and competition is inherently good. Which one will win? My guess it is the one that first also joins up with Disney or DreamWorks.

Do you really think McDonalds produces the best food for human consumption? Do you really think consumers are acting in their own rational best interest by supporting Pizza Hut? Food is actually a good comparison. Humans must eat in order to build and maintain healthy
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bodies. Look how well the marketplace has sorted that out based on our own rational choices. According to a study published in the American Journal of Preventive Medicine, by 2030, 42% of Americans will be obese.\textsuperscript{20} Why do we think when we turn education into a consumer product, we will choose any wiser? Why don’t we think that the consumers of education we will choose nonsubstantive sweeteners and intellectual fats in the same way that we have chosen Coca-Cola and Pringles?

Another apt comparison would be to compare the commodification of education to the commodification of the performative arts through television. Look how well the market has managed that. We now have over a thousand TV channels to pick from and how many of them actually work to challenge us in the way that art has the capacity to do. No, television, even the news, has become no more than an entertainment product. There is no reason to think that education is likely to be any different once the market has had its way with it.

No, what was once understood to be a public good has been turned into a consumer good for private consumption. The free (with advertising) consumer product will end up nothing more than entertainment that provides the illusion of education in the same way that FoxNews and MSNBC provide the illusion of news. No one needs to have their biases challenged. No one needs to have their brains tired from their 60 hour week at minimum wage job or their 80 hour week, if you are lucky enough to get a professional job in a law firm or on Wall Street, or the 100 hour week you’ll spend trying to find ways to make ends meet, if you are unemployed.

As we see the Amazonification of higher education through companies such as Coursera and edX, we will see the displacement of education with the illusion of education. I suspect Coursera and edX will make up for the deficiencies of the present system of higher education in the same way that Amazon made up for the deficiencies of local book stores and Wal-Mart made up for the deficiencies of locally-owned hardware stores, clothing stores, grocery stores, stationary stores, and sports shops. When education becomes a commodity, it stops being education, in the same way that when news became a commodity, it stopped being news; and when food became a commodity, it stopped being food.

I’m not worried about Grand Canyon University in Ohio. Its days are numbered. It will make a profit for a while and then fade away as the big boys from Disney, Fox, and Paramount partner with the sold-souls of Stanford, Harvard, and Princeton and, like Amazon, wipe out the competition and, while they are at it, wipe out the “education” in “higher education.”

Teacher Education

Just one century ago, there were two routes to becoming a teacher. One could attend a Normal School where they would study the texts they would actually be teaching along with some courses in teaching methods (the first year) and then participate in cadet teaching under the guidance of an experienced teacher (the second year). Or, one could attend a university and study education as an academic study including several courses in the history of education, philosophy of education, and psychology of education and, perhaps, though not necessarily, a course in teaching methods on top of a full four-year liberal arts education.\textsuperscript{21} Today, Normal Schools no longer exist, but their approach to teacher education centered on methods courses.


introductions to the curriculum to be taught, and practice teaching has replaced the largely intellectual approach that was the university model. The complete curriculum for teacher education at early 20th century universities has been reduced to one or two social foundations courses (if that) and a couple of courses in educational psychology. At universities the education of teachers has been replaced by the training of teachers. Today, teachers are trained to take their place as educational engineers to monitor and modulate the progress of students from their given start to their given end. Is it any wonder that we find little emphasis in elementary and secondary schools on educating students to read their world, when their teachers have been trained as little more than technicians? Is there an alternative? Yes. That alternative lies in the foundations of education. An approach to teacher education that understands education as other than a technical exercise of means-ends reasoning capable of being packaged as a consumer product.

Let me provide two examples of courses that place nonrationality at the center of the study of education. Don’t be confused. These courses do not focus on irrationality, but on the nonrational aspects of education that teacher education methods courses rarely address and, in doing so, help future and present teachers learn how to read their world to better understand the world within which they act as teachers.

**Example #1: Sociocultural Studies in Education**

EDL 204: Sociocultural Studies in Education is an undergraduate social foundations of education course required of all teacher licensure students, but it serves as a humanities distribution course in Miami’s liberal education plan. While most interdisciplinary social foundations of education courses integrate traditional humanities approaches (philosophy, some history courses) with traditional social sciences approaches (sociology, and anthropology, and most history), EDL 204 has opted to approach the topic as a humanities by focusing on helping students learn to read texts in education found in popular culture such as newspapers, television, movies, and the internet. This extremely complex course requires that students consider the relationship between education and democracy through a consideration of the appropriate places of the public and the private in a democracy.

To accomplish this, EDL 204 spends about half a semester helping students develop the ability to distinguish between the attempt of texts to convince a reader through a traditional sense of argument (claims supported by premises and a warrant) and their attempt to persuade readers through rhetorical devices (tropes, ideographs, and, especially, narratives). In this (admittedly oversimplified) duality, argument relies heavily (though not exclusively) on reason, while rhetoric relies heavily (though not exclusively) on nonrationality. Much of this first half of the course is spent on introducing students to the basic arguments and rhetoric of economic-political ideologies in order to be able to understand more clearly what politicians, policy makers, columnists, and bloggers actually mean when they use terms such as freedom, education, and democracy. The effect of this is to bring awareness to students of how the nonrational actual works in the construction of educational policy and on their own assumptions of what it means to be educated in a democracy.

The second half of the course develops these nonrational aspects more fully in an exploration of topics typical to social foundations courses such as social class, race and racism, gender, and sexuality. Focusing most heavily on cultural narratives, students are introduced to common narratives found in popular discourse and how these narratives are utilized by particular economic-political ideologies. While undoubtedly a difficult and unattractive subject matter to
most of our students (nearly two-thirds of students regularly express that they “hate” politics), by
the end of the course, a large number of students have begun to understand the confusing debate
around education in the United States. True, some students will still think Michele Rhee is a pro-
gressive, but most will have started to see that despite the rhetorical fog surrounding education,
real differences can be found and recognized when one shifts away from the focus on evidence in
argument and focuses instead on the nonrational persuasiveness of rhetoric.

While not every student grasps all of the implications at the end of a 15-week semester
(especially since most students take it during their first or second year), many have had seeds
planted that continue to grow. I had one student several years ago who took the course in the se-
cond semester of her first year. Amy (a pseudonym) was a smart student who worked hard de-
spite the fact that she regularly let me know that she hated the course and could not see what rel-
evance it had for her as a future high school math teacher. Last Spring a teacher in the school
where Amy student taught told me that part way through the semester Amy started referring to
things that she learned in EDL 204 and by the end of the course, she had stated that EDL 204
was the only course in her teacher education program that helped her understand what was hap-
pening in her classroom. While certainly not all students eventually move as far as Amy did, giv-
en the fact that the one course that focused directly on the nonrational aspects of education was,
in her mind, the only course to explain what was actually happening in school, does provide at least
anecdotal evidence that such an approach could be even more valuable if it were picked up and
reinforced and developed further in more teacher education courses.

Example #2: EDL 621: Social Foundations of Multicultural Education

While EDL 204 approaches the study of education as a humanities, EDL 621 is a social
theory course which develops a way (ritual critique) to understand and critique the nonrational
aspects of education. Students in EDL 621 come from a wide-range of places and have a varie-
ty of interests. Many are practicing classroom teachers or Masters of Arts in Teaching (MAT)
future teachers, but many students are in educational administration, higher education, sport, or
any other part of the graduate school interested in things multicultural, such as English and Reli-
gion. EDL 621 spends the first third of the course developing the theory of ritual critique sup-
plemented through the next third exploring more familiar social theories of education (such as
Bourdieu and Foucault) and spends the last third applying these theories to consideration of the
relationship between culture and schooling and multiculturalism and the appropriate curriculum
and methods that the theories might suggest for a culturally diverse society. This course focuses
entirely on the nonrational aspects of schooling and I’ve had almost no student who has not left
the class with a completely different understanding of how schooling works. This is especially
true for the practicing teachers in the class who nearly always act as if the scales have been re-
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22. For further development of the theory and practice of ritual critique see Quantz, 2011.
moved from their eyes. Many of these teachers arrive in my class skeptical, even hardened in their opposition to theory and graduate courses in education. After all, they have had thirty, forty, fifty or more hours of education courses and they have found them “irrelevant” to the “real world” they think they inhabit. “Why hasn’t anyone ever told us about this before,” is a typical comment. Both disheartened by their former complicity in the hegemonic regime and hesitantly hopeful about possibilities given their new way of thinking about their classrooms, EDL 621’s focus on the nonrationality of education, in one short course, changes how they think. It dismantles the mystified notion of education that the fog machines of the reform movement have promulgated for 35 years. One might be tempted to ask how a 15-week semester or a 4-week summer term could possibly clear the mist so easily. On the other hand, given the absurdity of the assumptions of the hegemony, such as the assumption that people act rationally, one might equally wonder how such absurdities are maintained in commonsense.

I began this essay by stating that what we really need to do is to abolish education. Given that unlikely event, the next best strategy is to revisit what it means to be educated in a way that clarifies the possibilities and the limits of rationality as it explores the impact of nonrationality. For the education of teachers that is most likely to occur in social foundations of education courses, so I can only argue that we diminish the focus on any teacher education course that takes the measurable standards of the state or the accrediting agency as the basis for organizing their curriculum and increase the experience future teachers will gain in courses with instructors who understand that education must be constructed by students with their instructors in ways that help them come to grips with the nonrational aspects of education.
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